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        Kurt   Weber   glared   at   the   reclining   figure   of   his   Administrator   and 

  decided  that this was as good a time as any to  take  him apart.  However, 

  caution dictated that he would be advised to subdue the desire, retribution 

  would come soon enough and he hadn't completely assessed the degree of 

  opposition ranged against him. There were nine Pods on the ground, apart 

  from those which belonged to the household. His mathematics projected that 

  no more than sixty men were ranged against his three hundred.

        As an offset to his numerical superiority, there was something in the 

  attitude of Michael ben Levi which urged caution. The man was altogether too 

  confident, perhaps he was over confident. Kurt Weber elected to tread the 

  path of diplomacy for a few more minutes. He growled a response.

          "Greetings, Michael ben Levi. I am surprised to find you here."

          Michael's smile broadened. He indicated a chair.

          "Make yourself comfortable after your long journey."

        Weber clenched his jaw and reined in his rage. The man was trying to 

  provoke him. Michael continued.

        "But, I was forgetting - what we call a long journey in my part of the 

  world, is nothing more than an afternoon outing here!  I suppose you come 

  here quite often?"

        "Why would you suppose that?"

          Michael eyed the militant jaw and smiled gently.

          "Deborah Steinbecker is a fine looking  woman - I admire your good 

  taste!"



        Weber stared at him without smiling.

          "Where is our hostess?" 

          Michael leaned forward earnestly.

        "I feel very guilty! I imagine she must be very busy organising for her 

  unexpected guests. I've hardly spoken to her since I arrived."

        Weber leaned forward.

          "And I must talk to her urgently - No doubt you are aware that I have 

  been trying to open communications for the past two hours?"

          Michael's eyebrows arched.

        "I wasn't told that you were trying to get through! There's been a lot of 

  incoming   traffic   -   especially   from   Salem   -   perhaps,   their   priority   overrode 

  yours!"

        "No doubt it did, brother ben Levi!"

        "I'm sure you will understand why the channels were tied up, when I 

  tell you that an urgent situation has arisen in Salem."

        Weber looked uncertain for the first time.

        "I   suspected   something   was   going   on.   There's   a   communications 

  blackout   there   too   -   perhaps   you   can   explain   why   a   man   with   my 

  responsibilities is unable to access the Administration Secretariat?"

          Michael replied smoothly.

        "It was purely for reasons of security, brother Weber. As I recall, it was 

  you who warned me recently that there is a great deal of civilian unrest over 

  the disappearance of Leah Steinbecker. The events which have taken place 

  in and around Salem have confirmed your warning. When I tell you that the 

    Steinbecker estate suffered a bomb attack and sadly, Rebecca Steinbecker 

  lost   her   life,   you   will   appreciate   why   it   has   been   necessary   to   institute 

  emergency measures and block all communications in and out of the city!"



        Weber had half risen from his seat, he sat down again heavily.

          "Rebecca is dead?"

        "I hadn't realised that you knew her very well, brother Weber. I should 

  have been more tactful in breaking the news!"

        "Does Deborah know?"

        "It was my sad task to tell her."

        Weber had made a valiant effort to recover his equilibrium, his gaze 

  was unwavering. 

        "I must insist on talking to her!"

        "But   of   course!   I   hope   I   didn't   give   you   the   impression   that   you 

  shouldn't, brother Weber? - I can only assume that she's with Leah - "

        They both rose and stood toe to toe.

        "I have finished with word games, ben Levi!"

          Michael nodded.

        "I thought you would soon get tired of the charade! Your accomplices 

  are under arrest, Weber - and so are you - for complicity in the murder of 

  Marcus Steinbecker and for the unlawful detention of Leah Steinbecker!"

          Weber'   face   relaxed   into   a   smile   -   it   wasn't   altogether   a   pleasant 

  display.

        "That would be an interesting trick if you can pull it off, Administrator!" 

          "Simon! - Ah! There you are! You can have the pleasure of escorting 

  brother Weber into detention."

          Simon emerged from a side room, together with a squad of Michael's 

  personal security men. The smile on Weber's face developed into a sneer.

        "I thought you were a clever man, ben Levi. When I give the word - or 

  if I fail to reappear within ten minutes, action will be taken by three hundred 

  men surrounding this house. I remind you - you  have about fifty to defend 



  you. It will be only a matter of time before the situation is reversed. I suggest 

  to you  that it would be more sensible  to accept my - hospitality - before it 

  comes to bloodshed!"

          Michael shook his head slowly.

        "It   wouldn't   matter   if   you   had   three   thousand   men  surrounding   this 

  house. My future is already mapped out for me - and it is not to be a prisoner 

  in the hands of Kurt Weber - or to be at his disposal. You can't fight destiny 

  and you can't fight against the forces who surround us. Your three hundred 

  men are already surrounded by an uncountable number. I've already sent to 

  Jerusalem for reinforcements, but I suggest to you that they won't be needed. 

  I further  suggest you think long and hard about who it is that you are trying to 

  fight and how impossible it will be for you to win in such a battle!"

        Weber glared back at him and Michael's eyes didn't waver. The big 

  man's face was a shade more pale.

        "We'll see who comes out on top, ben Levi!"

          Michael gestured to the window.

        "If   you   feel   so   confident,   go   and   make   your   signal   to   your   men.   I 

  guarantee that it will provoke a response you couldn't imagine!"

          Weber's answer was derisive.

        "I suppose you're  trying  to tell  me that you  have the backing of the 

  Heavenly Host and that we are  surrounded  by some mythical  uncountable 

  multitude?"

          Michael inclined his head in agreement.

        "If you doubt it - put it to the test! Before you do, remember this: I was 

  nominated by our Kingly Priest to be the Administrator of this region. It places 

  me in a position of authority within the Kingdom governed by the Lord and his 

  Firstlings. If you dispute with me, you  dispute with them. Think well before 



  you decide on your course of action."

        Kurt Weber snarled.

        "I can't see much evidence of this Kingdom of Peace - or of its rulers. 

  It's   over,  ben   Levi!   Whatever   it   was that   we  lived   through   for  a   thousand 

  years, is at an end. Now, we are under another regime. A regime of starvation 

  and deprivation - with not much evidence of peace and prosperity. Even you 

  will have to agree with that. Every man is his own authority - if others ever 

  had authority over us, they have abdicated their rights when they allowed our 

  pastures   to   become  icefields   or   deserts   and   our   people   to   starve   in   their 

  millions. 

        No one seems to want to give the answer to the question which is on 

  everyone's lips: 'What has happened to the teaching that there is a loving 

  God  who has only thoughts  of peace  towards us?'  Don't talk to  me about 

  unseen   forces   standing   ready   to   defend   you,   ben   Levi   -   and   don't   try   to 

  frighten me with old wive's tales of impending doom!"

        "We can thank the God you seem ready to doubt that your question 

  isn't on every one's lips, Weber. It provides your answer and explains why the 

  current conditions are being allowed. We have been taught that the majority 

  of mankind asked a similar question in the time of the Apostles - there was 

  death and famine then, just before the First Resurrection - but the opinions of 

  men didn't alter what eventually took place.

        I will tell you again! Go ahead! You sound so very sure - make your 

  signal and take the consequences!" 

        Weber walked to the open window and Michael gestured to Simon and 

  the guards to allow him access. He was totally committed to the fact that the 

  outcome no longer rested in his hands. If Weber activated his waiting forces 

  or   if   he   did   not,   it   would   make   no   difference   to   the   ultimate   commission 



  Michael   had   received,   which   would   place   him  on   the   Plain   of   Esdraelon, 

  facing one who would set up his pavilion between the sea and the Camp of 

  the Saints.

          Michael   had   resumed   his   seat.   Simon   and   the   guards   stood 

  motionless, watching Weber standing at the window opening. They were like 

  figures in a tableau. There was a peculiar sense of unreality, as if they were 

  somehow separated in time and space from all the other events which were 

  taking place around them. Michael stared at Weber's back and waited to see 

  whether he would raise his hand, or whether he would shout some command. 

  He realised that he didn't know what to expect, except that there was some 

  sort of prearranged signal.

          Outside, the three hundred men who had accompanied their leader for 

  a show down with the Administrator from Jerusalem, stood tense and waiting 

  for the signal. The fifty men whose task it was to defend Michael and his party 

  readied themselves for hostilities. One or two searched the night sky for the 

  first sign of the reinforcements which had been promised from their distant 

  base.   There   was   no   movement   amongst   the   stars   and   their   tension   grew 

  when they realised that they were outnumbered six to one and a few seconds 

  was all that remained before battle was joined.

        Weber stood totally motionless in the window. He stared into the night 

  for quite a long time. His hand remained at his side and his mouth was closed 

  in a thin, bitter line. Eventually, he turned and faced into the room again. He 

  glared into Michael's face.

          "You win, ben Levi."

          Michael stared back and nodded slowly.

        "It  was inevitable,  brother  Kurt.  It  was predictable  that  I  couldn't  be 

  allowed to lose this battle!"



        He gestured to Simon and the guard, who grouped themselves around 

  the big man.

          "Escort him to the front steps - there, he will instruct his men to give 

  you no trouble."

          "And if they do - Give trouble, I mean?"

        "They won't!"  

        After a few minutes, Simon returned. He looked jubilant.

        "They surrendered like  lambs - they could have easily overwhelmed 

  us!"

        "No, they couldn't - we were too many!"

          Simon looked out of the window.

        "I wonder what he saw out there?"

        "Ask him."

        "I did - he didn't answer. Did you see something?"

        "I saw what you saw, nothing more - "

        "But, there was something there - you said - "

        "I said nothing, Simon. Weber came to his own conclusions."

          Simon changed the subject. He knew from a long relationship, when 

  his boss was not inclined  to elaborate, there was nothing  to be gained by 

  pursuing a subject. 

          "What's   going   to   happen   now,   Michael?   It   seems   that   both   of   the 

  Home Provinces are in turmoil and we could be in for a period of civil disorder 

  - especially when word gets out that Weber has been arrested."

        "It will rather depend what gets out, Simon. We must pull no punches. 

  Weber's complicity in the abduction of Leah and the suspicions we have of 

  his involvement in the death of Marcus, have to be clearly stated. I want you 

  to prepare a statement of all the known facts and emphasise that Kurt Weber 



  stepped   down   voluntarily,   so   that   the   accusations   could   be   investigated. 

  Make it clear that he placed himself at my disposal when requested."

        They were interrupted by a low rumble which gathered in intensity. The 

  building resonated with the pulse of massive engines. The sky was filled with 

  noise. Michael rolled his eyes upward.

        "Better late than never, I suppose! Never mind, we will have need of 

  our   Jerusalem   militia   before   we're   finished   with   the   Far   Eastern 

  Administration Home Provinces!"  

        The   next   few   hours   were   busy.   Half   of   the   reinforcing   militia   were 

  despatched again to the Gazera capital. Its garrison were totally disorganised 

  and unprepared to offer even token resistance against squads of determined 

  men,   wearing   the   strange   insignia   of   the   Jerusalem   militia,   who   calmly 

  marched into strategic  places and informed them that they were now under 

  the  direct orders of the  Administrator. In  former times, it  would  have  been 

  described   as   a   bloodless   coup   -   it   would   have   been   a   matter   of   extreme 

  regret if it had proved to be otherwise. 

        A small detachment was retained at Deborah's villa, to reinforce the 

  slender forces who had rescued Leah. The rest were despatched on a similar 

  mission to Salem. Once again, there was no resistance when the offices of 

  the Administration Secretariat were secured, together with the Terminal and 

  the Communications Centre.

          Michael  was able to snatch a few hours sleep before the scheduled 

  meeting he had arranged early the next morning. He was glad to see that the 

  others looked as weary as he felt. Leah, Simon and Luke sat with him in a 

  rough circle and waited for Michael to open the proceedings.

        "I'm glad to report that our priority to secure critical objectives, is going 

  according to plan."



        Leah interjected.

        "Just   what   does   that   mean,   Michael?   You   sound   like   a   military 

    commander."

        "That   isn't   surprising!   It   was   and   is   a   military   operation!   How   else 

  would you expect me to sound?"

        He decided that she looked a great deal better than when he had last 

  seen her despite the obvious tiredness. She was still pale but the sparkle had 

  returned.

        "Why not tell us in plain language what's happening!"

          "Remind   me   to   search   the   Scriptures   for   a   suitable   text   about   a 

  nagging woman!"

          "Perhaps, it's close to the one in Jude about those who speak with big 

  words instead of plain language!"

          Luke leaned forward.

          "Could I make the suggestion  that you  delay your marital  dog-fights 

  until a later date?"

        He earned himself a united glare, which he returned calmly. Michael 

        "The Gazera capital has been secured and so have essential offices 

  and facilities. In Salem, it's the same story. By this time, the citizens of the 

  Far Eastern Administration Region are hearing about the events which have 

  prompted me to make these moves. They will know about the arrest of Kurt 

  Weber and Deborah and the charges which they are facing. We will have to 

  wait for the reaction. After that, we will decide whether it's time to move on to 

  the next phase of our plan."

        Leah interjected again.

        "I didn't know - we - had one."

        "All   right!   My   plan!   If   these   arrests   cause   an   uprising,   it   might   be 



  necessary to bring in more of the Jerusalem militia."

          "You   can't   hold   down   an   entire   population   with   a   flood   of   foreign 

  troops!"

        "I have no intention of trying to do that - neither have I the intention of 

  allowing supporters of Kurt Weber or Deborah to gain the upper hand."

        "Kurt Weber  has a lot of followers in  this area, Michael.  I have  the 

  feeling   that   they   aren't   going   to   be   too   happy   about   the   arrest   of   their 

  favourite son."

          "That's to be expected - What about Salem? How much support do you 

  think Deborah has?"

        "I would have thought, very little - unless it's to be found amongst the 

  Steinbecker Clan. Deborah has always shown a good deal of arrogance and 

  it hasn't endeared her to most people - related or otherwise. I suppose the 

  fact that she was Marcus's daughter might have counted for her - but that was 

  before she was accused of complicity in his death. I think you'll find that the 

  average citizen will be sublimely indifferent to her arrest - so long as he has 

  food in his belly and the comforts of life."

        "What will be the reaction of the other regional stewards - for instance, 

  Ambrose Suosin?"

          "Ambrose   has   his   hands   full   trying   to   cope   with   the   conditions   in 

  Mongolia - There was little empathy between him and Kurt Weber. I wouldn't 

  call them rivals, but they tended to walk their own paths. Similarly, the other 

  regional   stewards   have   their   own   problems   and   I   doubt   if   there   will   be 

  anything   other   than   a   positive   reaction   to   the   news   that   someone   stands 

  accused of Marcus's murder."

        "So   -   the   one   area   of   concern   appears   to   Gazera   Province   -   Kurt 

  Weber's power base - and possibly, a splitting of the Steinbecker Clan, for 



  and against Deborah?"

          "Don't forget Gideon - and Michael, don't under estimate him, he can 

  be a very nasty individual."

        "I can assure you, I have no intention of forgetting Gideon Steinbecker. 

  If he shows his nose in Salem, he can expect to be interrogated about his 

  knowledge of your abduction."

          Simon had been listening silently, now he cleared his throat.

        "So, Michael - What happens now?"

          Michael stared at the floor.

        "We need someone to look after the Gazera Province - someone with 

  administrative skills."

        He looked up and stared pointedly at Simon.

        "Well,   my  friend   -  I  think  you've  just  volunteered!  I  have   need  of  a  

  reliable man to take over from Kurt Weber. I hope you will accept. I will leave 

  you the militia and there will be immediate reinforcements if they should be 

  required. What do you say?"

          Simon had flushed slightly.

        "I don't have any particular ambitions to do anything other than what I 

  am doing - but if you believe it to be essential, I'll do as you wish."

          "Good man!"

        Leah eyed the two men, she knew that a close bond existed between 

  them. Michael trusted Simon, as he trusted few other men. Michael turned to 

  her.

        "That leaves us with the problem of Salem - "

        "I've already told you, Michael - I don't want to set foot in the place 

  again. I'm going to Jerusalem with my children."

        "Have you any suggestions?"



        "None! I wouldn't trust any one in the Secretariat, whether they were 

  called Steinbecker or not!"

          Michael shrugged.

          "Then, I will have to find someone from Jerusalem and leave them a 

  similar contingent of the militia - and hope the rampaging Steinbeckers can 

  be held in check!"

        Leah murmured.

        "When I think of Marcus, Father Joel and Grandfather Carl before him, 

  I   feel   like   weeping.   Carl   could   never   have   foreseen   that   he   would   be   the 

  ancestor of a group of people who could no longer be trusted because they 

  carried his name, and Joel was always so proud of his heritage. Both of them 

  tried   to   hammer  home  the   prime  teaching   of   the   Kingdom:  Beware   of   the 

  Second Death. They kept alive the site of the Memorial, not for the sake of 

  their  own memories but as a constant reminder for the future generations. 

  Now, look at what they've become!"

          "Leah, no one can guarantee how their children will turn out. To give 

  them   credit,   Carl   and   Joel   and   Marcus   for   that   matter,   did   have   some 

  successes. Not every Steinbecker is a Rebecca, a David, or a Deborah - or a 

  Gideon. We have our Leah as well."

        He   placed   his   hand   over   hers   and   stared   into   her   eyes.   Simon 

  coughed diplomatically.

        "If there's nothing else, boss? I want to keep and eye on what's coming 

  in through Communications."

          Michael nodded. Luke stood also, Michael stopped him.

        "Stay a while, brother Luke. I think this is the right time to ask you what 

  your real motives were, when you approached me at the Salem Terminal!"

          Luke returned to his chair slowly.



        "My real motives? Do I necessarily have a hidden agenda?"

        "I think you do - so, what's the story?"

          Luke smiled slightly.

        "I was told that you were a sharp man, brother ben Levi. I suppose I 

  couldn't fob you off with the suggestion that all I wanted to do was to help to 

  recover our sister Leah? I take it that you wouldn't believe it."

          "You take it correctly, brother Belin."

        "It's really a lot more simple than that - perhaps, you won't believe that 

  either?"

        "Try me!" 

        "I was one of Marcus Steinbecker's special operatives!"

          Michael looked across to Leah. She was wide eyed, she shrugged in 

  bewilderment.

          "And what is a Marcus Steinbecker special operative, brother Belin?"

          "Someone who was supposed to prevent what happened to him. The 

  problem remains that I was watching in the wrong place - and I failed!"


